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The President’s Post
Ahoy Members,
Well, what a year it continues to be. Who would have thought the Covid19 situation would have dragged on for so long? I guess we should
consider ourselves ‘lucky’ compared to our Victorian cousins.
Covid has unfortunately curtailed a few of our activities this year, although it seems we can now see a light at the
end of the tunnel (I’m hoping it isn’t a train coming the other way), getting back to some type of ‘new normal’ seems
possible. This has in turn, allowed us to recommence activities albeit, subject to those 2 words, ‘social distancing’.
We have now had 2 Club outings (Shoalhaven and Manning Rivers) where we had limited numbers and trialled backto-back rafting. We attended the Shoalhaven and it seemed to work quite well. Subject to Covid restrictions, we
have 2 events planned to finish the year, the AGM and Georges River/Xmas lunch. Details will be forwarded
separately to Members.
Our AGM is fast approaching. We have managed to organise a ‘corporate event’ at RYMC at Pittwater for this. The
function room will be a bit more spread out and not-so-squeezy as our past meetings at Akuna Bay.
As you no doubt know, each year the Committee is dissolved and a new one voted in. Please read and participate in
the nomination/election process if you think either yourself or someone you know would like to have a go. It is most
rewarding and doesn’t take up too much of your time.
On behalf of the current Committee, thank you for the opportunity to represent you. Although the year has been
especially challenging, it has been an enjoyable, if a somewhat truncated year.
Planning has commenced for the Whittley Rally 2022 which is scheduled for 24th – 27th February 2022 at Trinity Point
on the magnificent Lake Macquarie. Please put these dates in your diaries (or phone calendars)
Finally on a personal note, I wanted to take this opportunity to send thanks to:
-

-

Ray, John, Brenton and Phil who assisted me with my trailer problems at the conclusion of the Shoalhaven
trip. This is one of the advantages of being a Club member - someone (and more often, more than one), is
always willing to give a hand if needed.
The Committee members who have assisted me in my role as President throughout the year

Hope to see you all at the AGM
Most importantly, please continue to keep safe and well.

Happy and safe boating,

Ian Franklin,
President, Whittley Club NSW Inc.

FROM THE COMMODORE’S DESK
Now with the weather becoming warmer and restrictions being eased
off, although we have a Covid Safe plan it is time for a few checks of
your equipment i.e. trailer and boat. Last trip saw a few issues with
some brakes and tyres.
If you are traveling over 1 hour from home, it is always good practice to check your brakes and tyres, if your tyres are
over 5 years old it is time to replace them regardless of how they look as they will perish from the salt water and the
heat of the road when travelling. Check your Braking oil lines for small leaks. Corrosion and rust are inclined to make
the lines also perish.
Life Jackets always check for the expiry date and check weight of the gas cylinder, and mark inside your jackets the
weight of the cylinder and the date you checked them.
Over the past year I have been practicing bow ropes being from my boat to yours and back to me. This is a safe way
that if we have to break away in an emergency from a raft, only one person needs to be at the bow and one at the
stern whilst the driver is behind the wheel.
Last trip out saw us do a social back to back raft up and every one was able to be in all conversations.
I have been in touch with Craig Williamson each week since his discharge from hospital, progress has been steady
but good, unfortunately Leanne was not so lucky, after socialising at a party on Craig’s first real outing she had a very
nasty fall and broke her leg and fractured her other ankle. After surgery and a stay in hospital she is now off to
rehab, so their next move will be getting ready to get back on the water looking forward to seeing you both.

Safe Boating

Ray Mantle
Commodore

Shoalhaven Cruise

WOW what a great rollup, with boats meeting and launching at Greenwell Point on the Friday in very windy
conditions thankfully no one was to be deterred by this, Phil Haworth was on hand to assist us with getting on the
water without being too High Strung. With the arrival of Bruce & Sharyn, Tranquillity prevailed in our raft up in
Orient Point for a very calm night.

Saturday morning after breakfast we were led up the creek towards Nowra and witnessed the devastation left
behind after the flood, with logs up on the shore and a picnic table up in a tree and a lot of sand movements.
We continued up the river to a nice sandy beach where we were able to drive the boats up onto the sand and get off
and have some sand between our toes, After some lunch it was off to Broughton Creek, on the way down we met up
with Much a Do. With the setting up of a perfect back to back raft up we settled in for the afternoon and night.

With social distancing in place, out came the nibbles. Then after dinner we were entertained by the Whittley
Wanderers minus one (Sorry Glad that you missed this trip) and Kenny left his drums at home, but improvised with
Bruce’s BBQ, with some singing and dacking…. oops I mean dancing (no name no pack drill) on the marlin board.

Sunday, we woke to a very nice day and decided that we would go off shore and do some Whale watching. We were
sad to see Peter & Ros’s boat being put to bed due to a motor moment, Phil and Sylva took them out on Highly
Strung and off whale watching we went. No sooner had we passed the bombie, the wind blew up and we were
forced to return into calmer waters.
We then said farewell to some of the group that had to leave for home. Then we went for a short trip to Shoalhaven
Heads. Sadly with the low tide and winds, we could stay there for lunch or a walk around, so it was back up the
creek we went for the afternoon and night. Whilst there, we were photographed by a fellow Whittley owner who did
not hang around for us to meet him.

Monday morning saw the balance of boats make their way back to the ramp, so after putting the boats away and a
feed of seafood and burgers it was off home.
Thank you Phil & Sylva for the work you put into this trip.
Looking forward to our next trip up the Manning .
Cheers & stay safe.

Maxine

The much anticipated Manning River Cruise got off to a great start with an excellent weather outlook, as arranged by
Trip Leader John Whittles and his excellent rapport with the Bureau of Meterology.

Thursday night was at a frequent haunt of the Whittley
Club, the Coopernook Hotel, which provides a lovely
spacious grassed area for hotel patrons to stay
overnight.
Being a popular spot for grey nomads, Whittley trailers
were lined up very expertly into one end of the grassed
area.
A very enjoyable meal in the outdoor area of the hotel
finished off the first day of our trip.

Being only a short run over to the ramp at Harrington, John gave us a leisurely start of 10am. Via a guided tour of
the Harrington township, its interesting maritime history and nearby attractions, the fleet was soon on the water in
the Manning Inlet.

First challenge was to navigate a channel out of the
inlet, sometimes only 600mm deep. A ‘snail-trail’ was
recorded on the ‘Navionics’ to guide our return path at
the end of the cruise.

After anchoring off Manning Point for lunch, John led the
fleet up to a very peaceful spot just up from the mouth
of the Lansdowne River for our Friday night raft. This
river winds its way up to the Coopernook Hotel

. A magnificent figtree graced our evening sunset.

After a leisurely morning, we headed up river to the once bustling Croki, a major transport hub in its day. A stroll
around the town was a good opportunity to stretch our legs. The anchored fleet provided a good opportunity for
some ‘epic’ drone videoing.
https://youtu.be/IMgoNMt8N3g
Bruce and Phil showed more trust in the landing technique then was deserved! Notice how Margaret got out of the
way early in the landing.

A brief reconnoiter at Manning Point was enough to convince us that our planned walk across the spit was not a
good idea because of the increasing strong wind.
Using our carefully laid Navionics snail-trail, we found our way back into the Manning Inlet, not withstanding a little
bit of mud raised along the way.

Our overnight raft was set in a relatively protected part of the inlet, just
a short run to the jetty near the Harrington Bowling Club, where again
we were able to enjoy the local hospitality.
On return from dinner, John embarked on a covert operation under the
cover of darkness! Notwithstanding being picked up in a spotlight.

Next morning we were treated to hot coffee and bacon
and egg rolls expertly delivered to our raft by the local
Breakwall Café. Marvellous! Should be an essential
part of all cruise planning.
Brenton and Ray can be seen enjoying early morning
sunlight as they attempted to demolish the enormous
e&b burger.

John, Trip Leader Whittles here.
On Sunday morning, after Edenvale had left for the ramp and its journey home the remaining boats headed off on a
cruise to Taree, a distance of approximately 25km.
On the way we explored Dawson River as far Upstream as Cundle Town via the North passage.

Once at Taree we tied up at two separate jetties and
crews strolled the town of Taree and met some of the
locals.
On the jetty my reputation as a fisherman was further
enhanced as a fat little mullet jumped from the river onto
the jetty at my feet, since I picked it up, cooked and ate it
then that counts as catching a fish.
We then headed downriver via the South passage to
explore Scott’s Creek with an idea of anchoring for the
night. Scott’s Creek is the waterway that leads to the Manning river’s other opening to the Ocean. Unfortunately,
because of the presence of water skiers and the direction the prevailing winds, Scott’s Creek proved to be an
unsuitable Anchorage for the evening. So the decision was made to overnight for the second time in the
Landsdowne River.
On the following morning, Monday, To The Max carried Jan and I up the Landsdowne River to Coopernook and
beyond.
Then the rafttees headed for an anchorage in the waters of Harrington township.

In Harrington a number of attendees took the opportunity to go ashore and explore the township, Pilot Hill and the
break wall.
On Tuesday morning, as do all good things, the end occurred and the remaining boats converged on the ramp for the
trip home.
The highlights for Jan and myself were the brilliant if windy weather, the comradeship, and the Manning River. We
only covered about half of the possibilities this river has to offer.
My heartfelt thanks to ALL those who attended for their friendship and support.

John Whittles

Cleaning The Palace

The hull of ‘The Palace’ has been stained brown for a little while, but spending almost a week on Port Phillip Bay and
the Yarra River participating in the 2020 National Whittley Regatta in Melbourne, followed up by a short stint on
Lake Eildon post-regatta made it extremely brown, as can be seen on the photos below.
Over the past 20 years, I have used Ronstan Boatsmart Gelcoat Restorer which removes the brown stain quite
quickly and easily. However, Ronstan Boatsmart Gelcoat Restorer and other products that I have looked at are acidbased and are therefore very corrosive. This is especially noticeable when droplets fall onto the galvanising on the
trailer, the concrete under the trailer or my skin. Ouch!
When discussing the stains on the hull of our boat with some members of the Melbourne Whittley Cruising Club,
they recommended Peak Chemicals 2HF Marine products and after checking out the relevant website I decided to
follow.

The
information below has been extracted from the Peak Chemicals website

https://www.peakchemicals.com.au/product/2hf-boat-restorer-kit/

Proudly 100% Australian Made and Owned
Prices - $99.95 – $144.95
1 x 2HF Fibreglass Boat Deoxidiser
1 x 2HF Restore and Seal Marine Cut & Waxes

1 x 2HF Final Finish Marine Waxes
Brings fibreglass surface back to new again with the 3 step system. The kit can be used on fibreglass boats, caravans,
horse floats, and any other fibreglass surface.
Step 1/2HF Fibreglass Boat Deoxidiser – This step eliminates yellow staining on the boat hull/fibreglass surface
caused by oxidisation and removes surface contaminants preparing the surface for polishing using step 2 and 3 (see
below.)
The 2HF Fibreglass Boat Deoxidiser:
•

Gel formula clings to the surface, eliminating yellow staining with ease!

•

Is DIY Friendly and very easy to use – just sponge on and rinse off!

•

Works on all fibreglass surfaces including boats, caravans and horse floats.

•

Contains no harsh acids, no hydrochloric or phosphoric acids here!

•

Will not damage, and is safe to be used on all fibreglass, gelcoat, stainless steel, painted and aluminium marine
surfaces, plexiglass, rubber, plastics, decals and deck areas.
The 2HF Deoxidiser is very easy to use, just sponge on the deoxidiser, (using a sponge will make a litre go a long
way), and rinse off. Dry surfaces prior to polishing with step 2 and 3.
Step 2/2HF Restore and Seal Marine Cut & Wax – This polishing step restores chalky gelcoat back to new again.
Restores chalky gelcoat back to it’s original shine, gloss and smoothness. Contains high quality, durable waxes
providing long lasting results in marine environments. It is also great for rejuvenating your gunnel rubber and
removing jetty marks.
Application: Treat the surface with and rinse off step 1 (2HF Deoxidiser) prior to polishing the surface. Apply a small
amount of 2HF Restore and Seal Marine Cut & Wax to either a soft cloth or mechanical buffer. Rub/Buff the surface
in small, manageable sections until the product is removed from the surface and gloss is restored. Do not allow
product to dry during application.
Step 3/2HF Final Finish Marine Wax: Use this polish as a final step to seal off gelcoat and add an extra high
shine, protective wax to the surface.
Using this final step adds a long lasting, protective wax coating to the surface. Contains high quality, durable waxes
providing long lasting results in marine environments. This wax is great for use on painted surfaces and windows too.

GARY BAGNAL

SOME LOVELY IMAGES FROM LAKE
MACQUARIE
Thank you, Sharyn

When I grow up,
I want to be a ‘2600’!

Max it may be worth doing a reminder on our battery supplier
Rog
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi All Members!
As the summer season is about to start, batteries unfortunately usually become an issue!
Our battery account has been setup with R&J Batteries and is active for Whitley club
members ONLY.
COD ACCOUNT #13569 is the account number allocated to the Whitley club.
So far several members have purchased batteries from R&J and have found quality and
prices more than competitiveYou may wish to check with members – John Whittles
Tony Patti
Phil Hayworth
Mario Greco
Roger Gregson
To order phone R&J’s - DYLAN SMITH on 0417 453 263 to get a quote and battery
recommendation give the following information. current battery brand / amp hour / CCA
. battery charger brand and rating
. any space restriction IE: height /width/depth limitations
. quote A/C # 13569
Dylan is a super nice guy and he has a host of experience!
Dylan Smith - Mobile 0417 453 263
Customer Service Representative
E: salesnsw7@rjbatt.com.au

PHOTOS BY JAN WHITTLES

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2020
2020
January

DATES
31st

Angela

0410 391 734/ Ian

Australia Day

Grays Point

Garry

0419 462 237

Hawkesbury

Waratah Bay

Ray

0418 292 512

27 – 1

Melbourne Rally

Melbourne

Maxine

0419 015 092

14th 15th

Jervis Bay

Myola Boat Ramp

Garry

0419 462 237

10th 11th 12th 13th

Lake Macquarie

Ray

0418 292 512

8th & 9th
th

April

CONTACT

Black Wattle Bay

th

25 26 & 27th

March

MEETING PLACE

Sydney Harbour

th

February

EVENT

(NOTE: events in red are cancelled)

st

May

16th & 17th

Lovedales Long Lunch

Hunter Valley

Sandra

0418 688 024

June

6th 7th 8th

Vivid

Sydney Harbour

Roger

0410 582 133

July

11th & 12th

Whittley Club NSW Birthday
Celebration

TBA

Lea

0418 484 198

Maxine

0419 015 092

30th

Boat Show Dinner

Cockle Bay

Ian

0412 393 475

September

12th 13th

Shoalhaven

Greenwell Point

Phil H

0408 671 684

October/Long
Weekend

3rd 4th 5th

Manning River

John W

0457 843 073

November

14th 15th

AGM

Maxine

0419 015 092

Ian

0412 393 475

Gladys

0432 500 089

August

December

12th 13th

Georges River

